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About This Content

You’ve heeded the call; now explore the possibilities of your supernatural gift. As your occult knowledge grows so too will your
prospects for using it. Let the Supernatural Bundle be your guiding light in the shadowy war against darkness.

Supernatural Bundle includes:
Exclusive Mount: Refurbished Ornithopter

Exclusive Outfit: Phoenix Raiment
Exclusive Title: “Supernatural Agent”

40 Ability Points
40 Skill Points

50,000 Anima shards

To claim Secret World Legends DLC:
- After purchasing the DLC on your Steam Account log into Secret World Legends on Steam.

- Log into the character you wish to claim the DLC bundle on.
- Make sure your character has advanced in the story line to Agartha.

- Click on the Menu button in the top left part of the screen.
- Select Delivered Items from the drop down menu.

- Click the Claim Steam DLC button.
- Your items will appear in the window, press get or get all to retrieve them on your character.

- Please note the DLC can only be claimed once on one character!
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Title: Secret World Legends: Supernatural Bundle
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Funcom
Publisher:
Funcom
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP 1) / Vista (SP 1) / Windows 7 (SP 1)

Processor: 2.6 GHZ Intel Core 2 DUO or equivalent AMD CPU

Memory: At least 2GB RAM for Windows XP / 3GB Ram for Windows Vista and Windows 7

Hard Disk Space: At least 30GB of free space

Video Card: nVidia 8800 series 512 VRAM or better/Radeon HD3850 512MB or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German
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So i am going threw our Supported games and checking them and playing them to see if there working well enough to use in a
event for our Group, first i play them Solo awhile to get the feel then i will work on the Multiplay Feature, i will need help on
some of these games which i will add a list of soon.

First up
http://store.steampowered.com/app/4420/
You need to install Silverfall as well and at lease load it once, if it keeps going to bar, you need to go into the Game folder and
delete the Config for this game. Then you need

Load Steam
From the Library section, right-click on the game and select Properties from the menu.
Select the Local files tab and click the Verify integrity of game cache... button.
Steam will verify the game's files - this process may take several minutes.
Once the process is completed, the Check Window will automatically exit.
https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=2037-QEUH-3335

Then install
http://store.steampowered.com/app/4470/
Do all the same as above.

Then launch the game from FS:EA only and pick ether level 1 to enjoy the first game or level 45 to start this game. it reminds
me of Titan Quest you have to have both installed but you play off off Immortal Thrones.

Pick your Race from Human, Elf, Dwarf, Troll, Goblin, Lizardman
Classes are Tree skills so it is really open to what you want Melee, Caster, Archer, Gunner etc. i went with one-handed Weapons
and shield. and Dwarf. You can Gain followers threw quests events etc. i have atm a caster and a archer with me so it works i
rush in do the damage they lay down covering fire and the caster is a Icemage and Healer so really good.

There is a Stash and your backpack has 4 Tabs but there named tabs, like Weapons - Armor - Items - Crafting stuff and the first
two fill Quick, but you can Quick travel vie map to town. its the basic color code most games use white-yellow-blue-orange. But
this game offers a really cool gear slot Backpacks-Flags-Stuff, so you can change that look a long with your gear kinda cool
really, no Shoulder or Cloak slot, but maybe the backslot will have one and shoulder items are included in cheat armor.
i Put about 10 hours into this game and it is still fun to me its kinda like PoE and Torchlight had a crppy Baby but he was a ok
kid. but its more Camera control than those games.

5/10 Really, it's fun but do not pay over 5$ for Both games do not buy the first one.

i have tons of Screen Shots on this game and i plan on keep on playing it.

I Do not Recommend this game because it is broken, but with this and Earth Awakening i would Recommend it, like i will on
the other game.. A fun and difficult game. Not an extremely large amount of content but good replay value and a good
challenge.. Great game for it's price.. Just used the map editor to make a small gauntlet of nebulae, pirates, and lag. 10\/10..
Simple clever puzzles. If you like puzzle games, you'll like this one. Some levels are fairly easy to complete, others require a bit
of thought and maybe a tap on the hint button. I got this game using a discount coupon on steam and it's one of the few which
actually presented value for money. Fun to play and young kids will love it.

I can't say there is any reason to dislike the game. How long it will remain playable after completion remains a mystery!. i realy
like the opening doors, and windows, liked that u put gauge lites on the gauges.. fun, simple. :). Purchased during a sale and
surprisingly , finally , a route than seems to run well. No glitches so far , as good a frame rate as could be expected for any TS
route. Plenty of scenarios.
This is what all add on routes should be like. Reasonably priced and enjoyable.
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You can do exactly the same thing in MS-Paint, but much better.. Very fun FPS even today. There are 3 rides that apart from
the track color, wont let you tell one from the other.
The city below is blant and lifeless and the sound isnt really backing up the experience of riding a coaster.

You can do all 3 rides in about 10 mins and then thats it, nothing further to do.

So I did the obvious thing, I asked for a refund and got it.

Instead of paying for this subpar product, get NoLimits 2 DEMO for free, its so much better in every way and then you can
always get the full version with tons of exciting coaters to enjoy.. Ok, so, I was borderline with this one as to whether to
recommend it or not. The concept is definitely good and the horses are fairly nice-looking so far, plus I love that you can
wander around your ranch and do things at your pace. I also love that the main focus of the game is actually dressage (though
you are actually putting on a performance rather than doing dressage tests).
 HOWEVER, I'm not sure what language this was originally developed in, but the translation to English is pretty terrible in that
majority of the items and horse breeds are spelt incorrectly. Another thing that is bugging me is that some of the descriptions of
movements are completely incorrect. For example, the game describes a canter as a slow gallop, which it is not. One other
major thing that is bothering me is the tack models, which are horrendously inaccurate. The Icelandic 'snaffle' bridle was
missing a throatlatch and the bit was attached incorrectly so that it more resembled a bitless bridle than a bitted one ( I actually
had to check the title of the bridle to see whether it was supposed to be a bit or not). The saddles are also way too large on the
icelandics.
 Now this all may sound really pedantic, and it quite possibly is if you are just a casual gamer looking for a fun horse game to
play, but if you have actually ridden before (like me), and know how things are supposed to look and be, then you may also be
incredibly frustrated by this. Otherwise it is a decent game that for once doesn't have racing or jumping as the main focus.. So
far, lovin' it. It has quirky writing and characters, and while the gameplay is pretty stereotypical, however the exploration and
writing make up for it.. When i first bought this, It wouldn't run, It kept crashing, runing Windows 10 now & seeing the game
has been updated, It seems to run now. I haven't beaten it yet, but since its playable past 20 minutes ( 3 hours straight ) I'll
temporarly change it to YES for Recommended If the price is under $5.00 *** not beaten yet ***. Nazi zombies trained me
well for this.

10/10 would come 2nd on leaderboard again. As someone who's very much into ninjas and VR games, I had high hopes.
Unfortunately, this game is absolutely riddled with bugs and it's not worth playing. This game is extremely inconsistent with its
shuriken physics, but the main issue is the hand tracking is always broken. Move to a level, and suddenly all shuriken are flying
backwards and you can't fix it. There's a reason it's so cheap, and that's because the developer knows how awful it is and hopes
people won't refund a one dollar game. It's not worth the 75 cents I paid for it. DO NOT BUY!
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